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Welcome
This user guide demonstrates how users can answer questions
using the Student Records – Term Statistics Business Intelligence
(BI) dashboard.
The Student Records – Term Statistics dashboard was developed
by Institutional Research and Analysis in close coordination with
stakeholders across the university, including representatives from
the Faculties, the Registrar’s Office and the School of Graduate
Studies, and contains reports on term enrolment, academic
standing, GPA and degrees awarded. In addition to this user

guide, the Student Records – Term Statistics dashboard includes a
Glossary tab as well as explanations within each report of the rules
and definitions applied.

We hope you find the content of this guide and the dashboard
relevant, useful, clear and easy-to-use.
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Signing In
URL: bi.mcmaster.ca
Use your MacID
& Password
Note:
1. Before logging on, you must log in to the
McMaster University Network through an
ADS domain. If you want to connect through
a different domain (at home or though faculty
specific domain) you need to run VPN client.
2. If there is any login issue, clean your browser
cache and then login again
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Navigating to a Dashboard
1. Left Click on the Dashboards section
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Dashboard Pages
There are eight dashboard pages available on the
Student Records – Term Statistics Dashboard:









Term Enrolment
Performance
Degrees
Minors
Graduate Term Counts
Advanced Term Enrolment Filters
Glossary/Contact
Release Notes
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Dashboard Pages: Term Enrolment
•

The Term Enrolment page displays headcount enrolment by term. The Term Enrolment
Count reflects any changes made to a student record prior to the Program Max Effective
Date for that term (early November for undergraduate students, late September for graduate
students). Later changes are reflected in the following term.
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Dashboard Pages: Performance
•

The Performance page displays reports on Academic Standing, Reinstatements, GPA and
Dean’s Honour list & Provost’s Honour Roll.
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Dashboard Pages: Degrees
•

The Degrees Awarded page displays the number of degrees awarded by
Academic Year or Term.
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Dashboard Pages: Minors
•

The Minors page displays the number of minors awarded by Student Plan and
Student Home Faculty.
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Dashboard Pages: Graduate Term Counts
•

The Graduate Term Counts page displays headcount enrolment by term for
graduate students broken down by a student’s Overtime Flag: In Time, Over
Time, Out of Time.
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Dashboard Pages: Advanced Term Enrolment Filters
•

The Advanced Term Enrolment Filters displays a distinct count of students
meeting the specified criteria over a selected time period. Users can choose to
filter results according to minimum or maximum GPA, term count or units taken
thresholds.
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Important Notes: Security
• Access to the Student Records – Term Statistics dashboard is
available to those who need it for planning or decision making in
their role. Stakeholders from across the university, including the
Faculties, Registrar’s Office and School of Graduate Studies
were consulted to compile a list of users and to determine their
appropriate levels of access to BI in accordance with their role

and their current access to Mosaic.

• Users are able to see data for the whole university; they are not
restricted by their Faculty or Department. Only certain users
including Deans, Associate or Assistant Deans, Program

Managers and Admin Assistants have the capability to drill-down
to data at the student level.

• To request access, please email irahelp@mcmaster.ca. In your
email please explain what type of data you are looking for, and
copy your manager who usually approves your accesses.
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Important Notes: Term Enrolment Counts
 Please note that the Enrolment counts displayed on the
Student Records – Courses dashboard may reflect
retroactive changes made in Mosaic. Figures for

historical terms are not based on snapshots taken
during those terms, they reflect the most up-to-date
data for that term available in Mosaic.

 Enrolment headcounts for a given term reflect any
changes effective dated prior to the Program Max
Effective Date for that term (late September for grad
students, early November for undergrad). Any changes
effective dated later than that date are reflected in the
next term.
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Measure Definitions
•

Term Enrolment Count: A count of distinct students registered in a displayed term or academic

year. All student attributes for a given term reflect the most recent changes up to the Program Max
Effective Date for that term (early November for undergraduate students, late September for
graduate students). Changes made to student attributes (e.g. Career, Plan, etc) after the Program
Max Effective Date but before the next term start date are reflected in the next term.
•

Cumulative GPA: The weighted average based on the grades obtained in all courses taken.

•

Fall/Winter GPA: A weighted average based on the grades attained in the Fall and Winter Terms.
Overload courses and extra courses are included in the Fall-Winter Average.

•

Current GPA: A weighted average based on the grades attained in the current (or selected) term
only.

•

Frozen Cumulative GPA: A frozen snapshot of a student's Cumulative GPA. The Frozen Term
GPA can be used to understand why a student was assigned an Academic Standing, excluding any
retroactive changes that may have been made since that standing was assigned. The Frozen Term
GPA snapshot is taken at the end of the subsequent term. For example, the Term GPA for Fall

2018 would be frozen at the end of the Winter 2019 term.
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Measure Definitions
•

Frozen Term GPA: A frozen snapshot of a student's Term GPA (Current GPA). The Frozen

Cumulative GPA can be used to understand why a student was assigned an Academic
Standing, excluding any retroactive changes that may have been made since that standing
was assigned. The Frozen Cumulative GPA snapshot is taken at the end of the subsequent
term. For example, the Cumulative GPA for Fall 2018 would be frozen at the end of the

Winter 2019 term.
•

Degrees Awarded: The number of degrees awarded to students enrolled in the displayed
Faculty, Program, Plan, etc.

•

Minors: Minor is an option available to students enrolled in four- or five-level programs. A
Minor consists of at least 24 units of which normally no more than six units may be from
Level I that meet the requirements set out in the program description of that Minor.
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Measure Definitions
•

Graduate Term Count: A running count of the number of terms a student has been registered at McMaster
in the same career (i.e. Undergraduate terms are not counted). Terms when students are on a leave of
absence may not be counted in the Graduate Term Count, or the School of Graduate Studies may decide to
count the term depending on how much of the term the student was able to complete. For Master's
programs, students are flagged as 'In Time' if they have a Term Count of six or fewer terms, 'Over Time' if
their Term Count is between seven and nine, and 'Out of Time' is their Term Count is greater than nine. For
PhD programs, students are flagged as 'In Time' if they have a Term Count of 12 or fewer terms, 'Over
Time' if their Term Count is between 13 and 18, and 'Out of Time' if their Term Count is greater than 18. The
Overtime Flag is applied the same way to Full-Time and Part-Time students.

•

Units Taken in Progress: This measure includes all units counted towards a student's academic load. The
measure includes units for courses that are in progress and not yet completed. In Progress courses include
courses that have no grade as well as courses that have an In Progress grade. For example if a student
takes a six-unit Multi Term Course (A & B), term A will show three Units In Progress and Term B will show
three Units In Progress.
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What are the available Dimensions and Filters?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Academic Year
Term
Student Career
Student Faculty
Student Program
Student Program Code
Student Plan
Student Plan Code
Student Sub-plan
Student Level
Academic Load
Gender
Immigration Status
Citizenship Country
Co-op Term Flag
Completion Term
(Degrees Awarded Only)
Completion Term Academic Year (Degrees
Awarded Only)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Student Degree (Degrees Awarded Only)
Student Home Faculty (Degrees Awarded
Only)
Minor Plan
Minor Plan Code
Education Level
Qualification (Graduate Term Counts only)
Overtime Flag
Minimum Cumulative GPA
Maximum Cumulative GPA
Minimum Current GPA
Maximum Current GPA
Minimum Term Count
Maximum Term Count
Minimum Units Taken in Progress
Maximum Units Taken in Progress
Reinstatement Flag
Academic Standing
Dean’s Honour List Flag
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Contact Information
If you have any questions contact:
IRA Helpdesk
irahelp@mcmaster.ca
Chris Ferguson
ferguscr@mcmaster.ca
Vanessa Kientega
Kienteg@mcmaster.ca
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